2003 jetta fuel filter

How to change the fuel filter on a Volkswagen Jetta? If you want to change the fuel filter on your
Volkswagen Jetta all you have to do is to follow these simple steps:. Prepare the necessary
tools. To replace the fuel filter on a Volkswagen Jetta you will need:. The filter fuel may vary
depending on the year or details of your car. For example the Volkswagen Jetta manufactured in
the period â€” August uses two hole wide mouth filter and the ones manufactured after this date
uses a one hole narrow filter. There is also the third type of fuel filter which is larger than the
other ones. One of the first two types has a visiting small hole looked with a screw. If your
housing looks like in the picture for Type 1 or 2, your filter will look like this:. Locate the fuel
filter. The fuel filter for diesel model is located under the hood, on the right side close to the
engine compartment. For the gasoline types the filter is located near the rear wheel on the right
side. Replace the filter. If your fuel filter has a visiting hole sealed with a screw you will have to
remove it first and do the water service procedure mentioned in the service manual. To do this
you will need a sucking pump and suck about ml of fuel which is being assumed that it contains
water. After that you should insert the screw back on and open the other five screws by using a
torx T30 screwdriver. Remove the cap of the filter housing. If you have the filter with the o-ring
on it you will see it on the filter just after removing the cap of the housing. Take out the old filter
and insert the new one. If you see in the filter housing some metal particles you should take the
car to a service garage. Also you should clean the filter housing before inserting the new fuel
filter. If you forget is not such a big problem because you can do it after you finish using the key
ignition for times. After you introduced the new filter you have to put the cap on the housing
back on and to put the five screws back on. Now all you have to do is to start the engine and
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pumps? Thread starter MikeShafer Start date Oct 21, MikeShafer Member. My Jetta TDI won't
start up. The battery is fine, and my mechanical friend confirmed the engine is turning over but
it's just not starting. The glow plug harness was replaced a few weeks ago and suspiciously
these problems started about a week after they completed it. I could get it towed back to the
mechanics, but I'm hoping one of you all have seen this. So yeah, I turn the ignition, it makes
noise, kind of wants to start up, but just doesn't start. My friend said it's either a fuel problem or
maybe the glow plug harness that they swapped. For now I'm going with the fuel since the
mechanics will check the glow plug part. Is there any easy way to check if the fuel filter is
working properly? Where is the fuel filter? Or a fuel pump perhaps? These were the terms he
threw around. None :S. Can you see fuel in the clear line going from the fuel filter to the
injection pump? The only fuel pump on the car is in the injection pump. If it looses prime is
takes a loooonnnnngggg time to self re-prime not to mention creating lots of wear inside the
pump. I'm in Palo Alto -- it never gets below 50 here. Does someone have a picture of it or a map
of the Jetta engine bay so I can figure out where everything is? I think I know what it is, and it
has two lines going from it towards the engine. One of them is clear. I don't recall seeing any
fuel moving along it--how can I fix this? How does one 're-prime' the fuel pump? Cas Veteran
Member. Have you checked the anti-shudder valve to see if it's stuck closed? How many miles
on it? Ever clean out the intake? Ever consider changing your profile so people don't think

you're from Redmond, WA if you're in Palo Alto? I only have questions. MikeShafer said:. Last
edited: Oct 23, Mike: I'm going to insert a link that will help you out tremedously. Scroll through
them and you'll find your pictures. If you have your engine cover off, your injector pump is
straight down and about 12" to your left as you are looking at the engine. RickyG Member. I
don't have 12v going to my fuel pump plug. Can anyone help me trouble shoot this? RickyG
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Does NOT Fit. Does Fit. An often ignored maintenance item, your fuel filter should be changed
about every 2 years. Clogged filters can cause your engine to starve for fuel. Fuel volume will
decrease as the filter becomes filled with particles and make your fuel pump work harder. Help
extend the life of your fuel pump by not letting it work harder than it has to. Keep up on the
replacement of this part, and you won't have to worry about a clogged filter causing problems.
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File. YouTube Link Add Video. Fuel Filter. Add Document. Fuel Filter Restore fuel mileage and
performance. Availability: In Stock. Qty Add To Cart. Add to Wish List. Does this fit my vehicle?
All warranties, product application, fitment, and performance are the responsibility of ECS
Tuning. For additional information see the terms of use. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Diesel Fuel Injector Pump. Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel
Control Valve. Fuel Filler Door Lock Actuator. Fuel Filler Door Switch. Fuel Filter Check Valve.
Fuel Filter Return Valve. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Washer. Fuel Injection Pump. Fuel Level
Sending Unit. Fuel Line. Fuel Line Clip. Fuel Line Seal Ring. Fuel Line Set. Fuel Pump. Fuel
Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Flange Gasket. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel
Pump Seal. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Pump and Strainer
Set. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Tank
Vent Valve. Fuel Tank Vent Valve Seal. Fuel Temperature Sensor. Turbocharger Boost Solenoid.
Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. Beck Arnley. VR Gaskets. Shop By Vehicle. API Fuel Filter. Click to
Enlarge. Bosch Fuel Filter. Bosch W Fuel Filter. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Bosch 1J0 A Fuel Filter. Notes: Fuel Filter -- For cars without pressure
regulator - 1 inlet, 1 outlet. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit application Threaded
connectors and original equipment quality mounting brackets High-efficiency filter media
Pressure stable, heavy-duty housings Provides protection against fuel system wear and
corrosion Allows high flow rate and maximum filtration Withstand pressure surges in the fuel
system. Image is not vehicle specific. Mahle Fuel Filter. Mahle W Fuel Filter. Features:
OE-Equivalent and direct fit application. Two separate water filtration stages Threaded
connectors and original equipment quality mounting brackets. High-efficiency filter media.
Pressure stable, heavy-duty housings. Provides protection against fuel system wear and
corrosion. Mahle 1J0 A Fuel Filter. Mahle 6Q0 J Fuel Filter. Notes: Fuel Filter -- For cars with
pressure regulator and composite fuel tank - 2 inlets, 1 outlet. Mahle Fuel Filter - In-Line.
Threaded connectors and original equipment quality mounting brackets. Mann Fuel Filter. Mann
W Fuel Filter. Genuine Fuel Filter. Features: Original Equipment Supplier Easy installation with a
factory fit High filtration and flow rate that improves performance and fuel economy Pressure
stable, heavy-duty housings Provides protection against fuel system wear and corrosion.
Hengst Fuel Filter - In-Line. Features: Multi-layer- water seperating hydrophobic - synthetic high
performance media for maximum protection. Hengst Fuel Filter. Hengst W Fuel Filter. Features:
OE-Equivalent and direct fit application OE quality mounting brackets, connectors and fittings
State-or-the-art high efficient MeltBlown filter media Provides protection against fuel system
wear and corrosion. Ecogard Fuel Filter - In-Line. Hastings Fuel Filter. Hastings FF Fuel Filter.
Features: In-Line Fuel Filter. WIX Fuel Filter. Features: Light Duty. Beck Arnley Fuel Filter.
Features: Quality construction Finest materials Excellent quality. Interfil Fuel Filter. Interfil W
Fuel Filter. Pronto Fuel Filter. Vaico Fuel Filter. OPParts Fuel Filter. AC Delco Fuel Filter. Febi

Fuel Filter. Notes: Fuel Filter -- For cars with pressure regulator and metal fuel tank - 2 inlets, 1
outlet. Mahle W Made in Austria, just down the road from Wolfsburg. December 23rd, Posted by
OEM quality. June 25th, Posted by kenaudi. April 24th, Posted by Jo. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine
Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: A. Catalog: G. Catalog: B. Vehicle Sub Model Volkswagen Jetta.
Catalog: H. Vehicle Body Engine Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: C. Catalog: N. Catalog: T. Select
Year. Select Model. Select Sub Model. Select Engine. Select a Vehicle to ensure proper fit! Body
Parts. Brake Parts. Cooling System. Driveline and Axles. Electrical, Charging and Starting.
Electronics and Telematics. Emission Control. Engine Parts. Exhaust System. Hardware and
Service Supplies. Ignition Parts. Steering Parts. Suspension Parts. Tire and Wheel. Tools and
Equipment. Transfer Case. Transmission and Transaxle - Automatic. Transmission and
Transaxle - Manual. Wiper and Washer. Year: Found 87 items on 9 pages. Viewing page 9 of 9. In
Stock Leaves Warehouse Today. Part Description Hengst Fuel Filter Hengst fuel filters remove
particles of rust and dust, tank residues, water and other substances that can adversely affect
the operation of modern fuel injection systems. Automakers specify filters in OE quality using
state-or-the-art filter material s Product Details Warehouse:. Product Notes:. Brand Description:.
For over 50 years, Hengst has been providing the automotive industry with innovative ideas and
solutions in the field of filtration and fluid management. Package Size:. Fitment Note:. Product
Features:. Comes with full manufacturer warranty Fits multiple makes and models contact seller
with your vehicle for fitment compatibility information. Speak to a Live Mechanic - powered by
JustAnswers. For more information, visit This Product Fits:. Original Equipment Supplier. Easy
installation with a factory fit. Genuine is a collection of OEM supplied auto parts designed to
bring you factory quality parts in a "white box" providing quality auto part at unbeatable prices.
By the multi-layer structure the finest particles are kept off from the sensitiv MANN is original
equipment quality every time with their comprehensive range of innovative air filters, oil filters,
fuel filter, cabin filters, and more. OE-Equivalent and direct fit application Threaded connect As
one of the largest North American automotive suppliers, Bosch develops, manufactures and
supplies precision auto parts components and systems. Full Manufacturer Warranty.
Description: 4 Bar. Made In: Germany. Fuel Injection Pressure Regulator. Installation
Instructions:. Click here for Installation Instructions. Our Price:. Air Filter List Price:. Fuel Filter
Washer List Price:. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Buy Fuel Filter Online Many businesses in the vehicle
and auto parts industry are aware that often times the people working at a location are equally
important as the product that a business sells. Businesses who are not knowledgeable of that
fact quickly catch on when they notice that they cannot hold their cliental or attract repeat
customers. The reason that AutoPartsWay. We employ a friendly staff that is always ready to
help you with any of your Fuel Filter needs. Besides boasting a friendly staff, we ensure that our
employees are well trained and qualified to help you. The knowledgeable staff at AutoPartsWay.
The thing that places our staff above the rest is that we do not simply sell you the part and leave
you out in the cold to figure out its function; no, our experts can give a customer a detailed run
through of the function and proper use of every Fuel Filter that we sell. Our automotive experts
have a working knowledge of every Fuel Filter that we offer. Our goal is to offer every customer
an incredible shopping experience. We want each customer to walk to his car with an auto-part
in his hand and a smile on his face. And we want each customer to consider our site first when
purchasing their Fuel Filter. You can visit our Amazon Store as well. Sign up for our email
newsletter to get early access on exclusive deals and offers. Your instant coupon will be
delivered to your email upon completion. No thanks. Your prices are low enough. Recover Lost
Password. Password must be at least 8 characters. Password must contain a lowercase letter,
an uppercase letter, a digit and a special character! Choose how many gift cards you would like
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Volkswagen Jetta V 2. Fuel Pump Fitting. ES : Mfg : 06JB. Qty: Choose how many gift cards you
would like below. Availability: In Stock. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 11, On SALE. Fuel
Filter With 6. Mfg : 1KK. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Feb 26, Availability: Expected Ship
Date: Mar 2, Availability: Expected Ship Date: Jun 10, Mfg : LIS Fuel filter bracket screw
Commonly rusted from exposure to the elements. Mfg : N Fuel Line Clip - Set of Four So you do
not have to replace the whole fuel line when the old clips break For vehicles up to the model
year only. Mfg : Mfg : 06FA. Limited Qty Sale. Free Shipping. Mfg : 06HAB. Mfg : 06HG.
Availability: Expected Ship Date: days. Mfg : 06FAKT. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Days.
Mfg : 06HGKT1. For vehicles with TSI engines only. Mfg : 06HGKT. Mfg : MS Mfg : 06FFKT1. Mfg
: 06FF. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief

Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volkswagen Fuel Filter. Refine by:. Fuel Filter part. See All. Product
Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Volkswagen Fuel Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1
of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Volkswagen Fuel Filter Models. Volkswagen Beetle Fuel Filter.
Volkswagen Cabrio Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Cabriolet Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Campmobile Fuel
Filter. Volkswagen Corrado Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Dasher Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Eos Fuel
Filter. Volkswagen EuroVan Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Fastback Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Fox Fuel
Filter. Volkswagen Golf Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Golf City Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Golf R Fuel
Filter. Volkswagen Golf Sportwagen Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Jetta Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Jetta
City Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Passat Fuel Filter.
Volkswagen Phaeton Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Quantum Fuel Filter. Volkswagen R32 Fuel Filter.
Volkswagen Rabbit Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Rabbit Convertible Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Rabbit
Pickup Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Scirocco Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Squareback Fuel Filter.
Volkswagen Super Beetle Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Thing Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Touareg Fuel
Filter. Volkswagen Transporter Fuel Filter. Volkswagen Vanagon Fuel Filter. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Cars contain so many different fluids that most drivers experience difficulty
distinguishing one type of leak from another. Filters Air filter: used to filter the air going into an
engine. This filter is usually easy to replace yourself. Fuel filter: found either in the engine
compartment or near the gas tank. This filter is best left to your auto mechanic to change.
Breather: works with the PCV valve to allow clean. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Holley's Dominator Billet Fuel
Filter is made from top of the line materials for improved durability and maximum performance.
About the Brand: Holley is a trusted manufacturer of fuel systems since We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Filter part.
Product Fit. Shop Volkswagen Jetta Fuel Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of 31 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: Par
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truck drivetrain diagram
v8jeep
t Number: S Universal Fit. Part Number: K Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 31 results. Featured
Brands. Holley Fuel Filter Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Spectre Fuel Filter
Manufacturer It effectively removes fuel contaminants for clean, safe fuel supply to Beck Arnley
Fuel Filter Manufacturer Offering exceptional parts that look and perform the same as OE parts
while providing customer-driven service Feb 08, Looks good came fast. Douglas Goodsell.
Purchased on Jan 31, Dec 23, Was great. Thanks a lot the fuel filter was what I was needing , u
guys and gals was the only ones that had it, thanks , I'll be looking to doing more business with
y'all. Larry Page. Purchased on Dec 13, Dec 22, Great product. Fast shipping part fit. Betty
McDaniel. Purchased on Dec 10, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Fluid ColorWhat
Type. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

